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* Macro Name: Find_Smooth_Parm *
* Author: Craig Dickson *
* Purpose: Find the optiomal smoothing parameter for each hour *
* Input: n = Starting hour in the list *
* index = last hour in the list *
* base = minimum number of points to be used *
* max = maximum number of points to be used *
* ghourly._24hour_sets = List of Hours for each household *
* Output: ghourly.&name_AICC1 which contains: *
* Year, Month, Day, Hour, Temperature, Actual Power Reading, *
* Smoothing Parameter to be used, Data points used, AICC1 *
*-----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
libname ghourly ’\\vmware-host\Shared Folders\gstudent documents\desktop






set ghourly._24hour_sets point=obsnum; /*Points to the name of the current hour in the list*/
call symput(’name’,compress(filenames));
/*Creates a macro variable name from filenames in _24hour_set.




proc sort data=ghourly.&name out=&name; /*Sorts tha data for quality assurance*/
by Timestamp_CST;
run;
%let loopcounter=1; /*Counter used to identify the first iteration*/
%let obscounter=&base; /*keeps count of the current number of points used for LOESS*/
/*--Inner Loop--*/
%DO %WHILE(&obscounter<=&max);
ods output FitSummary=&name._Summary; /*Outputs a fit summary for LOESS*/
%let step=%sysevalf(7/&obscounter); /*Defines the step size*/
%let start=%sysevalf(1*&step);
/*Defines the starting neighborhood size in terms of the step size*/
proc loess data=&name (obs=&obscounter);
/*LOESS, computing for the number of points specified by obscounter*/
model Reading_Difference=Temp / smooth=&start to 1 by &step dfmethod=exact r clm;
run;
proc SQL OUTOBS=1; /*Grabs the smoothing parameter with the minimum AICC1*/






%if &loopcounter=1 %then %do;
/*Creates the data set which holds the smoothing parameters,at the













/*Merges the number of points used with the smoothing parameter for that many points*/
merge Min_AICC1 currentobs;
run;










/*Stores the temporary data set for the current hour into the SAS library ghourly*/
merge &name._AICC1 ghourly.&name (firstobs=&base obs=&max);
Filenames="&name";




/*Increments n which will grab the next hour in the list. For example,








* Macro Name: Hourly_Quadratic_Model *
* Author: Craig Dickson *
* Purpose: Compute the regression coefficients for the parametric model *
* Input: n = Starting hour in the list *
* index = last hour in the list *
* base = minimum number of points to be used *
* max = maximum number of points to be used *
* ghourly._24hour_sets = List of Hours for each household *
* Output: ghourly.&name_autoreg which contains: *
* SSE, intercept term, coefficient for temperature squared, *
* coefficient for temperaure, data points used, actual reading *
* AICC, temperature *
*-----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
libname ghourly ’\\vmware-host\Shared Folders\gstudent documents\






set ghourly._24hour_sets point=obsnum; /*Points to the name of the current hour in the list*/
call symput(’name’,compress(filenames));
/*Creates a macro variable name from filenames in _24hour_set.




proc sort data=ghourly.&name out=&name; /*Sorts tha data for quality assurance*/
by Timestamp_CST;
run;





%let loopcounter=1; /*Counter used to identify the first iteration*/
%let obscounter=&base; /*keeps count of the current number of points used for LOESS*/
/*--Inner Loop--*/
%DO %WHILE(&obscounter<=&max);
ods output fitsummary=fitsum; /*Outputs a fit summary for AUTOREG*/
proc autoreg data=&name (obs=&obscounter) outest=est;
/*AUTOREG, computing for number of points specified by obscounter*/
model Reading_Difference = temp_sq temp / dw=7 dwprob method=ml nlag=7 backstep;
/*backstep for lag selection*/
run;
proc SQL OUTOBS=1; /*Finds the AICC for each model*/






%if &loopcounter=1 %then %do;






/*Creates a column which stores the current number of points used for AUTOREG*/
output;
run;
data Q_Model; /*Creates data set which holds regression coefficients*/
set est (rename = (_SSE_=SSE_Autoreg temp_sq=Temp_sq_Coeff temp=Temp_Coeff));
n=&obscounter;




















data Q_Model; /*Adds more observations to the Q_Model set*/
set Q_Model est (rename = (_SSE_=SSE_Autoreg temp_sq=Temp_sq_Coeff temp=Temp_Coeff));










/*Grabs the temperature and readings data from the original data set
between the base and max observations*/





/*Merges Q_Model, AICC, and &name to form the output set in ghourly*/





/*Increments n which will grab the next hour in the list. For example,







* Macro Name: Score_Macro *
* Author: Craig Dickson *
* Purpose: Make the power demand forecast for each day *
* Input: n = Starting hour in the list *
* index = last hour in the list *
* base = minimum number of points to be used *
* max = maximum number of points to be used *
* ghourly._24hour_sets = List of Hours for each household *
* ghourly.&name_AICC1 = Contains smoothing parameters for LOESS *
* Output: ghourly.&name_prediction which contains: *
* Year, Month, Day, Hour, Temperature, Actual Power Reading, *
* Smoothing Parameter to be used, Data points used, *
* Forecasted Reading, Residual, Residual Squared *
*-----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
libname ghourly ’\\vmware-host\Shared Folders\gstudent documents\desktop







/*Points to the name of the current hour in the list*/
call symput(’name’,compress(filenames));
/*Creates a macro variable name from filenames in _24hour_set.




%let loopcounter=1; /*Counter used to identify the first iteration*/


















ods output FitSummary=&name._Summary /*Outputs a fit summary for LOESS*/
ScoreResults=&name._scored; /*Outputs the results of the forecasted demand*/
proc loess data=ghourly.&name (obs=&obscounter);
/*LOESS, computing the model with the optimal smoothing parameter*/
model Reading_Difference=Temp / smooth=&sp dfmethod=exact r clm;
score data=futuretemp ID=(Temp); /*Score statement which gives the forecasted demand*/
run;









%if &loopcounter=1 %then %do;





















/*Increments n which will grab the next hour in the list. For example,







* Macro Name: Get_Profile *
* Author: Craig Dickson *
* Purpose: produce a 24 demand profile graph *
* Input: n = Starting hour in the list *
* index = last hour in the list *
* month = selected month *
* day = selected day *
* year = selected year *
* ghourly._24hour_sets = List of Hours for each household *
* ghourly.&name_prediction *
* Output: A bar graph of the predicted demand in kilowatt hours *
* A Line plot of actual readings which overlays the bar graph *
*-----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
libname ghourly ’\\vmware-host\Shared Folders\gstudent documents\desktop
\Craigs Folder\Thesis\Data\SAS Data\Glasgow Hourly’;
%macro get_profile(n, index, month, day, year);






/*Points to the name of the current hour in the list*/
call symput(’name’,compress(filenames));
/*Creates a macro variable name from filenames in _24hour_set.





/*Grabs the row which contains the actual and predicted readings*/
set ghourly.&name._prediction;
where Year=&year and Month=&month and Day=&day;
output;
run;
%if &loopcounter=1 %then %do;













/*Increments n which will grab the next hour in the list. For example,
if the current hour was Ten AM then the next one is Eleven AM*/
%END;
/*--Closes Loop--*/
ODS PDF FILE="\\vmware-host\Shared Folders\gstudent documents\desktop
\Craigs Folder\Thesis\SAS Stuff\Plots\profileplot.pdf";
proc sgplot data=profile; /*Creates the output plots*/
title "Location ID = 9110003 Date: &month./&day./&year";
VBAR Hour/ RESPONSE=p_Reading_Difference BARWIDTH=1 FILLATTRS=(COLOR=blue) TRANSPARENCY=.5;
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